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BASICS
UNDERSTANDING
THE PROBLEM?

Cybercriminals persistently target organizations employing various attack vectors like spam, phishing, Spear
Phishing, Ransomware and APT and other malicious attacks. Hence, it is essential to run regular email security
vulnerability tests to identify weaknesses and guarantee on a regular basis that everything is safe. Without
inspecting the open assets on your email service, and detecting vulnerabilities – you keep doors open for
cybercriminals to easily infiltrate into your system.

Organisations need to manage methodical testing of their email security for the following key reasons:

To detect the
weakness on
email server;

To guarantee tests
have been executed
and are successful;
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To test all products
and reconfigure the
protection options;

To discover new gaps in existing
technologies and help for patches
and updates to fix existing
vulnerabilities)
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THE KEY QUESTIONS
REGARDING THE
PROBLEM

1

Does your existing email security products are capable of protecting your organisations against
new-generation attack vectors?

2

How would you test your existing email security technologies to see if they REALLY work?

3

How do you patch your vulnerabilities on your existing technology once you discovered them?
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THE SOLUTION:
EMAIL THREAT
SIMULATION
Email Threat Simulator (ETS) can test new generation APT products (Fireeye, Deep Security, etc.) and the anomaly
detection systems (SIEM) along with traditional protection mechanisms (Antispam, Antivirus, Content Filter, etc.)
and configure the protection options you observe by learning new generation phishing attacks. ETS regularly tests
your technological investments (such as firewalls, anti-spam and anti-virus), using simulation logic to mimic the
attack vectors targeting organisations through your email services. The results allow you to discover weaknesses
in your technology in a safe environment and take the necessary action proactively before you’re attacked.

Testing of a Clients Security Products
In a real case (see Figure 1), one of Keepnet clients who had effective email protection products used ETS to them.
Before using ETS, this client was sure that their existing email security technologies would block all of the attack
vectors send by ETS. However, 20.5 % of the malicious emails bypassed their security products and got their test
inbox.

Figure 1. ETS Campaign Summary
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The emails categories deployed by ETS were File Format Exploits, Ransomware samples, Malicious
attachments, APT, Browser Exploits, Client-Side Attacks, Misconfigurations (See Figure 2 below).

Figure 2. The list of attack vectors bypassed the client’s email security products

Starting Testing
In order to use the Email Threat Simulator (ETS), the client set up a new restricted access email account for
testing. This email account was treated as highly restricted because the ETS feature would send REAL
Malicious email attacks to test the client's current technical email defence technology. Essentially, any
email that reached the inbox, i.e. bypasses client’s controls, was a real risk and remediation should have
been completed urgently to avoid compromise.
The client started a quick test by typing the test email address and its password[1]. ETS sent 454 malicious
emails to the test account.

[1] In order to get an automatic and detailed report, the system has to know which emails pass-through technology products. Thus, if any
clients want to get a detailed report, they need to provide the email address with its password. In our use case, the client also provided the
password of its test email address. Click to see how to create a trusted account for email security tests.
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Figure 3. ETS Quick Scan
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Attack Vectors that Bypassed Security Products
After the test completed, the client was surprised to see so many attack vectors bypassed their brand-new email
protection technologies. Many dangerous attack vectors got the the test inbox. See attack vectors categories that
successfully get to the test inbox below.

Figure 4. Attack Vector Categories that Bypassed Security Products

Total 454 malicious emails sent to the client’s test email address and 93 (20.5 %) email bypassed security technologies.
See the table below:

At the end of the test, Keepnet provided Risk Assessment and Remediation Report to the client to guide the client to
patch and update their existing products. The report contained all the details of the simulation results and a list of
remediation tasks necessary to remove the vulnerability and patch the gaps.
The ETS continued to generate attack simulations for the same client on a customisable schedule. When new attack
vectors are discovered, ETS delivered a constant set of up-to-date results and provided useful guidance on additional
measures of technological investment.
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About
Keepnet Labs

Keepnet Labs protects businesses throughout the full lifecycle of email-based cyber-attacks. We have developed
a full-spectrum suite of cyber-security defence, threat monitoring, security management and user awareness
products that encapsulate an integrated approach to people, processes and technology thus reducing the threat
in all areas of cyber risk.
We are committed to continuous innovation and expansion of our suite of security products in order to meet the
needs of a dynamic and rapidly growing networked population in a constantly evolving cyber-threat
environment.
Our cyber defence strategy adopts three holistic elements: people, process, and technology:
• People: we focus on the "human factor”, using engaging, structured, content to raise cyber awareness and
engender “active defence” behaviours.
• Process: we support the development and management of user security awareness plans, monitor user
compliance and Key Performance Indicators and embed cybersecurity as an intrinsic part of the corporate
culture.
• Technology: we scan and isolate malicious attachments and email content and provide system
administrators with “one-click” management across the enterprise.
Keepnet Labs improve overall organisational security posture and mitigate cyber-risk by;
• Real-time analysis and management of email-borne threats;
• Threat simulation designed to test the organisations' security posture;
• The availability of timely threat intelligence;
• Realistic, but safe, phishing simulation; and
• Supporting security awareness training programmes.Our internal corporate strategy creates a stimulating
and innovative environment where the Keepnet team have the opportunity to continually enhance their skills
and creativity while contributing to growth.
•
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